Foreword

Ethnographies of Economy/ics: Making and Reading

_Eugênia Motta; Federico Neiburg; Fernando Rabossi; and Lúcia Müller_

In Latin languages, the words economy and economics are one and the same, as in the Portuguese _economia_. The composite _economy/ics_ reflects an approach that takes economic practices, institutions and social spaces (the economy) and theoretical ideas about the economy (economics) to be inter-related and mutually constitutive spheres, rather than discrete epistemological or ontological entities. One of the objectives of this issue of _Vibrant_ is to propose anthropological research into the multiple forms produced by the entanglement of these two terms. In this approach, academic economic ideas – those produced by professionals of the economy, such as academic economists, economic journalists, market consultants and marketers – shape and are shaped by ordinary economic ideas and practices, or in other words, by the economic cultures of non-specialists. Economics thus indicates a field that extends beyond the economic sciences: indeed when we focus on the latter, it is in order to observe how they function as _dispositifs_ (of knowledge and control, we could say, following Foucault). Dispositifs that, at one and the same time, shape and are embedded in what the sciences and economic experts treat as external to themselves: the economy.¹

¹ Michel Callon (1998) has highlighted the interest of interrogating the relations between economics and economy as a way of comprehending the mechanisms through which science (economics) performs its objects. However, it is worth recalling that the question of the complex multidimensional and historical relations between economic theories – ideologies in the sense of Hirschman (1977) or Dumont (1979), or cosmologies in the sense of Sahlins (1996) – and the ‘reality’ of modern capitalism, not as a uniform ontological order but as a space of diversities, was already found at the origin of the discussions concerning the nature of modernity: principally in the German social sciences of the end of the nineteenth century and especially, albeit each in a markedly different form, in authors like Gustav Schmoller, Max Weber and Georg Simmel. For a critique of the reduction of the question of the relations between economics and economy to the problematic of performativity, see Neiburg 2006.
But while in this sense the anthropology of the sciences (of the economic sciences) compels us to speak of the economy, our approach is also constructed through an inverse movement: from the economy to economics. Maintaining the original sense of the term (linked to administration of the house), we observe how the economy extends to other socio-spatial categories: the economy of a nation or a region, the economy of a social class or a class of persons. In all cases, aggregates of persons and things constructed through different principles (geographic, national, social) but always represented by numbers and in some way associated with money, as is the case of the indexes (of equality, poverty, employment, income, indebtedness, GDP, inflation or trust, for example) produced by statisticians, macroeconomists and so many other experts (like administrators, accountants, sociologists, demographers, etc.)..

The second objective of this issue of Vibrant is also indicated in the title, in the plural term ethnographies. We are not interested here in any theoretical definition (either a priori or a posteriori) of what economy/ics is (a set of institutionalized processes or an aspect of all human behaviour, for example). On the contrary, our proposal is a radically ethnographic approach, interested in researching the native meanings of economy/ics, in understanding the uses and meanings of the categories that serve to think and act in the economic universe, or to act and think ‘economically’ in human relations. Nor is there here an overall framework or theoretical model through which empirical studies are applied, but ethnographies that deal with actions and ideas, concepts, values and emotions, individual and collective agencies, which provoke theoretical questions through their singularity and historicity.

A reverse proposal, which creatively explores the interrelation between folk practices and economic knowledge, was elaborated by Stephen Gudeman and Alberto Rivera (Gudeman & Rivera 1990).

This is an approach that requires us to problematize the anthropological notion of ‘house’ itself (along with the categories more widely present in economic anthropology, such as domestic group or household) by ‘ethnographizing’ the links between the space of the family and domesticity and the economy as a government dispositif, or an ‘effect of state,’ to use Timothy Mitchell’s term (1999). Also see Gudeman (2001), Gregory (2009); on numbers, see Porter (1995), Hibou and Samuel (2011) and Neiburg (2010).

In the 1960s so-called ‘economic anthropology’ was obsessively concerned, at least from our contemporary perspective, with defining the economic domain of social life, oscillating between two possibilities: either a set of collective institutions linked to the “production, circulation and consumption of goods,” or the ‘maximizing’ aspect of human actions, as the subdiscipline’s ‘substantivist’ and ‘formalist’ currents respectively proposed.

For an argument along these lines, see Neiburg 2011.

In line with this approach, also see the relation established by de l’Estoile (2014) between ‘the Economy,’ ‘living’ and ‘living well.’
Though not intended to be in any way representative of the discipline’s contemporary output, the set of articles making up this dossier provide a good illustration of the subjects and perspectives that have captured the interest of anthropologists of the economy in recent years: concepts and practices referring to the economy of the house, linked to the anthropology of the family and relatedness (Motta); the boundaries between legal and illegal economies, along with the practices and regulations involved in street markets in a contemporary megalopolis (Hirata); policies designed to improve the economic situation of the poor (Eger and Damo) or the spread of financial pedagogies and practices (Muller); personal and institutional assemblages aimed at producing ‘better’ performing markets (Onto); personal and collective feelings and passions, such as those linked to the peak and decline of times and places, the gold rush and death of cities (Guedes), or those observed in the poetic universe linked to the joy of being together (Silva). Persons and objects, processes and situations, temporalities and spaces, articulated in thick descriptions that speak about differentiated monies, entangled motivations, different agents and agencies, scales and durations.

The interest in economy/ics accompanied the birth of the social sciences and the discussions concerning the nature of capitalism, the singularities of modern rationality, quantitative forms of relating persons and things, the generalization of the use of money in exchanges, and the existence of specifically ‘economic’ domains and knowledge. It is this context that explains the meaning of the discussions about the nature of the ‘primitive economies’ that so enraptured anthropologists at the turn of the twentieth century, the mid-century concerns with ‘peasant’ economies or ‘informal’ economies or, soon after, the discussions linked to ‘development’ and ‘modernization,’ and the ‘contact’ or ‘interaction’ between populations and the regime of exchanges and temporalities inherent to ‘market economies.’ Over the last few decades
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6 We have presented the state of the art of the anthropology of the economy in Brazil in other texts: Müller 2010 and Neiburg 2011. Also see Maurer 2013.

7 On the constitutive relations between the concepts of Primitive Man and Homo Economicus, see “Minisymposium: Homo Economicus,” published by the Journal of Economic History (2000, 32/4), especially Pearson’s article and the responses from various anthropologists, as Keith Hart, Jane Guyer, Bill Maurer, Chris Gregory and James Ferguson.

8 Mintz and Wolf (1957); Hart (1973). For a radically ethnographic perspective of the ‘informal economy’ in line with the argument in this presentation, see Rabossi 2006.

the renewed interest of anthropologists in economy/ics also provides a lesson relating to the discipline’s history: ignoring divisions of labour (such as the one suggesting that economists should be concerned with modern economies and anthropologists with the ‘other’ economies or the economies of the ‘margins’) and critiquing and incorporating on the horizon of ethnography itself the cosmology of the Great Divide sustaining these divisions.¹⁰

The authors of this dossier, based at Brazilian universities, study situations and processes occurring in Brazil. While this does not express the internationalization currently dynamizing the anthropological research conducted in Brazil (including in the anthropology of the economy, where more and more ethnographies are undertaken in regions located outside the country), this concentration on Brazil does allow the dossier to be read too as a set of portraits of the processes transforming contemporary Brazilian society: the subjective experience of economic cycles (Guedes), the modulation of singular forms of sociability (Silva, Motta, Guedes), the dynamics of urban low-income economies (Motta, Muller, Eger and Damo, Hirata), government control of markets (Onto, Hirata), the expansion of social inclusion policies that double as macroeconomic management policies, such as the family allowance (Bolsa Família, Eger and Damo) or the national financial inclusion policy (Muller).

Had this dossier been written in the United States or Europe, perhaps the global economic crisis would have a more central place in the texts that follow. As well as reflecting the peculiarity of the Brazilian setting – in tune with what we could describe as a post-neoliberal neo-Keynesianism – this comprises an underlying and structuring condition of the analyzed universes. But far from imagining stable and predictable temporalities or social configurations, the texts depict the tensions and conflicts, virtualities and developments defining the contemporary world. It is these old and new tensions that emerge in the articles presented here. Other tensions and other transformations are illuminated by the fine-grained ethnography of the growth of fairs in Pernambuco, presented in the previously unpublished article, written in 1971, by Moacir Palmeira, included in the section Déjà vu.

As we know, the term ethnography has two meanings. It describes a research technique that is simultaneously a personal experience lived in the
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¹⁰ As examples we can cite the critical reading by Guyer (2004) of Paul Bohanan’s idea of spheres of exchange, Zelizer’s critique (1998) of Karl Polanyi’s differentiation of currencies of specific use from those of multiple use, and Dufy and Weber’s formulations (2007).
interaction with other people over lengthy periods, especially in the field, and also sometimes through written or digital sources. And it also describes the product of the work of ethnographers, presented, generally speaking, in the form of written texts. The articles collected in this dossier are ethnographies in the double sense of the term. This introduction is first and foremost an invitation to read them.
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